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Introduction: The 2013 fall of the large Chelya-
binsk meteorite in Russia provided new insights into 
the impact rate of large meteoroids on Earth as well as 
on the breakup of large stony meteoroids in the atmos-
phere [1]. Several large chondrite pairing groups have 
been identified in the Antarctic meteorite collection, 
including the Elephant Moraine L6 chondrites 
(N~1000), the Frontier Mountain H3-6 chondrites 
(N~300), the Miller Range CO3 chondrites (N~200) 
and the Queen Alexandra Range L/LL5 chondrites 
(N~2000) [2-5]. The Antarctic meteorite collection 
probably contains many other large chondrite showers, 
but they are often difficult to recognize, since the char-
acteristic strewnfield pattern of large pairing groups 
has been disturbed by ice flow; without this infor-
mation the identification of paired ordinary chondrites 
is a challenging task. Cosmogenic radionuclides are a 
powerful tool to identify paired fragments of large 
chondrites [3,4], since they provide information on the 
cosmic-ray exposure (CRE) history and terrestrial his-
tory of the meteorites. Compared to objects less than 1 
m diameter, the observed radionuclide concentrations 
in large objects are lower and show larger (but predict-
able) sample-to-sample variations as a function of irra-
diation depth [3,4, 6]. These cosmogenic systematics 
facilitate the identification of large pairing groups. 

During three ANSMET expeditions (1995, 1998 
and 2006) more than 350 meteorites were found on the 
Graves Nunatak (GRA) ice fields, including 306 ordi-
nary chondrites. We initially selected 32 ordinary 
chondrites, including 18 H, 11 L and 3 LL chondrites 
for a terrestrial age survey based on cosmogenic 36Cl 
(half-life = 3.01 x 105 yr) in the metal phase. These 
36Cl measurements showed that about 2/3 of the GRA 
samples have 36Cl concentrations of 19-25 dpm/kg, 
overlapping with the typical saturation values for small 
to medium sized meteorites [6], indicating terrestrial 
ages of <100 kyr. In addition, 10 of the 32 GRA chon-
drites showed 36Cl concentrations in a relatively nar-
row range of 8-12 dpm/kg, while one has an interme-
diate value of 14 dpm/kg. The presence of a group of 
10 meteorites with a narrow range of 36Cl concentra-
tions either suggests that the chondrite collection from 
Graves Nunataks includes several different meteorites 
with terrestrial ages ranging from 270-420 kyr, or one 
(or more) large pairing group(s). The chondrites with 
low 36Cl were initially classified as LL5 (1), L5 (4), L6 
(2) and H5 (3), so pairing is not obvious. Here we re-
port concentrations of cosmogenic 10Be (half-life = 
1.36 x 106 yr) and 36Cl in the metal phase of 10 GRA 
chondrites, as well as 10Be and 26Al (half-life = 7.05 x 
105 yr) in the stone fraction of six of these chondrites. 

We will also measure the metal composition to verify 
their classification as H, L or LL. We will use the re-
sults to investigate the pairing relationships of these 
meteorites and constrain their pre-atmospheric size. 

Experimental methods: We crushed samples of 2-
3 g in an agate mortar and separated the metal with a 
magnet. We cleaned the metal fraction by ultrasonic 
agitation in 0.2N HCl and concentrated HF. We dis-
solved 50-100 mg of purified metal along with a carri-
er solution containing Be, Al and Cl. For six of the 
samples we also dissolved 100-120 mg of the non-
magnetic (stone) fraction, along with Be and Cl carrier. 
After dissolution, a small aliquot of each sample was 
taken for chemical analysis by ICP-OES.  Be, Al and 
Cl were separated using procedures described previ-
ously [3,4] and concentrations of 10Be, 26Al and 36Cl 
were measured by accelerator mass spectrometry 
(AMS) at Purdue University [8]. The measured 
10Be/Be, 26Al/Al and 36Cl/Cl ratios were corrected for 
blanks and normalized to 10Be, 26Al and 36Cl AMS 
standards [9-11]. Results are summarized in Table 1. 

Results and Discussion. Metal composition. The 
Ni and Co concentrations in the metal phase indicate 
that all ten samples are H-chondrites, even though six 
were initially classified as L and one as LL.  The bulk 
metal contents of 11.2-16.6 wt% are also consistent 
with the classification as (moderately weathered) H-
chondrites. 

 
Figure 1. Relationship of 36Cl/10Be ratio vs. 10Be concentra-
tions in the metal phase of GRA chondrites. Red dots repre-
sent members of GRA 06102 pairing group, black dots repre-
sent other GRA chondrites. The solid curve represents the 
relationship between 36Cl/10Be and 10Be for falls, the dashed 
curves for finds with terrestrial ages of 150 and 250 kyr. 
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Cosmogenic radionuclides: The 10Be concentra-
tions in the metal fraction of the GRA samples range 
from 2.2 to 3.2 dpm/kg. These values are considerably 
lower than typical 10Be saturation values of 5-7 
dpm/kg in the metal of small meteorites. The 36Cl  
concentrations are linearly correlated with the 10Be 
concentrations in the metal phase, yielding an average 
36Cl/10Be ratio of 3.7 ± 0.3. which is consistent with 
the hypothesis that all samples came from a single 
large object, which we will refer to as the GRA 06102 
pairing group. The low 36Cl/10Be ratios indicate a min-
imum terrestrial age of 185 ± 35 kyr based on the rela-
tionship [12] between 36Cl/10Be and 10Be (Figure 1). 
However, this age may be higher if 10Be was not satu-
rated at the time of fall due to a short CRE age. The 
10Be and 26Al concentrations in the stone fraction are 
relatively constant at 14.9 ± 0.6 and 45.6 ± 2.7 dpm/kg, 
respectively. The 10Be concentrations indicate a mini-
mum CRE age of ~3 Myr.  

Pre-atmospheric size. The pre-atmospheric size of 
the GRA 06102 pairing group can be constrained by 
comparing the saturation concentrations of 10Be and 
26Al in the stone and metal fraction of the meteorites 
with calculated production rates [6,7]. To this end, we 
have to correct the measured concentrations for radio-
active decay since the time of fall, and for undersatura-
tion (mainly for 10Be) if the CRE age was less than 10 
Myr. As mentioned above, the terrestrial age of this 
pairing group is somewhat dependent on the CRE age 
of this meteorite. If we assume that 10Be was saturated 
at the time of fall, corresponding to a CRE age >10 
Myr, the 36Cl/10Be ratios yield a terrestrial age of 185 ± 
35 kyr. In this scenario, the pre-atmospheric size of the 
object was ~150 cm, similar to that of the QUE 90201 
pairing group [4]. However, if the CRE age was only 3 
Myr, then the terrestrial age increases to 280 ± 35 kyr, 
and the pre-atmospheric size decreases to 80-100 cm, 
similar to the size of the FRO 90174 pairing group [3]. 

Conclusions. Cosmogenic radionuclides and metal 
compositions of 10 ordinary chondrites from the 
Graves Nunatak ice fields indicate that they represent 
paired fragments of a large pre-atmospheric H-
chondritic object. Since the CRE age of this meteorite 
is not well constrained (>3 Myr), the exact pre-
atmospheric size can not be determined. However, the 
observed radionuclide concentrations indicate a mini-
mum radius of 80-100 cm if GRA 06102 had a CRE 
age >5 Myr and a maximum radius of ~150 cm if GRA 
06102 had a short CRE age. Additional measurements 
are needed to distinguish between these two scenarios. 
Although a CRE age of >5 Myr is more likely for H-
chondrites, we favor a scenario with a CRE age of ~3 
Ma, since the observed variations in 10Be in ten mem-
bers of the GRA 06102 pairing group are more con-
sistent with a radius of 80-100 cm than with a radius of 
~150 cm. If the number of large chondrite pairing 
groups identified in the Antarctic meteorite collection 
continues to increase, these may be used to constrain 
the flux of small asteroids (1-5 m diameter) arriving to 
Earth in the past few hundred thousand. These esti-
mates would be useful in comparison with current es-
timates of meter-sized impacts from fireball data [1]. 
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Table 1. Concentrations of Ni and Co (in wt%) in bulk metal, and concentrations of cosmogenic radionuclides (in dpm/kg) in the 
metal and stone fractions of GRA chondrites. The samples are sorted by increasing 10Be concentration in the metal fraction. 
Meteorite Type Mass 

(g) 
Metal 
(wt%) 

Metal- 
Ni 

Metal- 
Co 

10Be(m) 36Cl (m) 10Be(s) 26Al(s) 

GRA 06116 H5 1853 16.6 8.9 0.44 2.16±0.04 8.9±0.3 14.3±0.2 43.5±0.9 
GRA 06119 L6 1176 12.0 9.4 0.45 2.22±0.04 8.4±0.4 - - 
GRA 06134 L6 89 13.6 8.4 0.45 2.24±0.04 8.5±0.4 - - 
GRA 06102 L5 12498 14.2 7.6 0.46 2.33±0.04 9.3±0.4 14.7±0.2 44.0±0.8 
GRA 98018 H5 315 11.4 10.7 0.48 2.52±0.06 8.7±0.2 15.7±0.4 50.9±1.8 
GRA 06107 LL5 3660 13.8 8.2 0.46 2.58±0.04 8.8±0.4 - - 
GRA 06105 L5 4156 12.8 10.8 0.43 2.88±0.04 10.8±0.4 15.6±0.2 46.1±0.8 
GRA 06106 H5 4530 13.0 8.4 0.46 3.10±0.04 10.1±0.4 - - 
GRA 06110 L5 205 13.0 7.4 0.46 3.13±0.05 11.9±0.5 14.4±0.2 44.6±0.9 
GRA 06115 L5 456 12.7 7.0 0.47 3.17±0.04 11.3±0.4 14.5±0.2 44.5±0.8 
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